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Global Village Party
Same procedure as every year?

Our delegtaes, chairs and staff members managed to create an overwhelming variety of dance, culture and colour at last night’s Global Village Party.
We came together at the Elephant Lounge near Münster’s beautifully illuminated Prinzipalmarkt.
The MUIMUN Family celebrated in style, wearing
many beautiful traditional dresses and showing off some
amazing dance skills. The fatigue of yesterday’s debates
(and war declarations in some cases) was quickly forgotten. The Global Village must be one of MUIMUN’s most
iconic features, as it captures the spirit of our conference
so accurately.

made sure to bring traditional food from their home
countries.
Our wonderful DJ also did the theme of dicersity
justice playing music from many differents part of the
world that everyone could dance to. Nothing was left out
including the highlights of every Student party such as
the Spice Girls or the Backstreet Boys. Rumour has it,
that even our shyest visitors were to be seen on the dance
floor at some point of the night, attracted by the cheerful
beats and everyone else’s astounding enthusiasm. (And
maybe also due to their friends encouragement.)
In the end it would be an understatement to call last
night’s Global Village anything short of legendary.
Thank you all for coming and see you tonight at the
Pub Quiz! ;)
By Izabela Szklarczyk

This particular event has a long tradition with MUIMUN, manages to bring MUN veterans back to Münster
each year and fascinates those who participate for the
first time — a definite highlight of MUIMUN and an enrichment to Münster’s nightlife
The amount of culinary delights was overwhelming
(and not to forget, delicious) since many of our visitors
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Next Gen Interview Timon Dewulf
Making a difference one MUN at a time

16 year old Timon Dewulf is a year 11 student
in Pascal-Gymnasium Münster. He is the delegate of
Romania in the DISEC committee.
How did you get into MUIMUN 2017?
Through my economics teacher who introduced
me and my class to this occasion and the Next Gen program. His previous classes also attended MUIMUN under the next Gen program and so I volunteered as well.
We are 8 in total but 4 in my committee
How has the experience been so far?
It has been a great experience. The first three sessions I’ve been to here are interesting and enjoyable to
participate in and I look forward to more. I actually didn’t have enough time to prepare for the conference so
I’ve been scratching together what I can but it’s been
sufficient as my committees current topic has more to
do with values, so that’s what I’ve been debating with.

views. I have interacted a lot with other internationals
for example from Pakistan and Taiwan. They are very
nice and it has been so interesting learning about their
cultures and how things are done in other countries.
Apart from debates, what are your highlights from
this conference?
Definitely the people I have met here. Learning
about them, chatting and debating has been quite rewarding.
Would you recommend this program to your friends?
I would recommend this program to my friends
because I believe that this is an experience you should
not miss out on.
By Soila Kenya

Do you think you will make an impact through
your debate here at MUIMUN?
I believe through the ideas I share can help in creating a better understanding for fellow delegates different

Update Great Lakes Region: We have important information coming in on the current situation of one of the
most unstable regions, the African Great Lakes region, which is on the agenda of two of our committees. Some
incidents of plague infections have been registered in a camp for Internally Displaced People (IDPs) in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. Standard treatment seems promising as of now. Help workers have raised
concerns that due to limited resources and overall bad conditions the outbreak might more severe.
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Children are humans, too: Janusz Korczak
Equality series

How a polish pediatrician fought for children –
and died for them.
“A hundred children – a hundred beings who are
human – not at some time in the future, not just tomorrow, but now ... right now ... today.” Janusz Korczak
(1878-1942), who wrote these words, has dedicated
his life to children and their education. Being a trained
physician, he worked as a pediatrician, author and
educationist, founding an orphanage in Warsaw – in
the beginning of the 20th century. During his studies,
Korczak had already started writing children’s books

and began working as a pediatrician right after graduating. He supported children and reflected on their best
education his whole life.
Korczak advocated children‘s rights in a time
when they were far from prevalent. The quote originates
from his diary in which he had documented philosophy
of education. Whereas the contemporary perception of
education was based on discipline and obedience and
enforced in some cases, Korczak’s belief was different.
He considered children as individuals worthy of respect
and ran his orphanage according to his convictions. The
children had means of self-governance such as councils and even a newspaper. He had the opinion that they
should not live differently than adults because they
were equally human.
His philosophy was successful, he was able to
expand. But after the occupation of Warsaw by Nazi-Germany, Korczak and his orphanage, being mostly Jewish, were forced to move into the Ghetto. Under
the increasingly difficult and inhumane circumstances
he continued his work. When over 190 of his children
were deported to the extermination camp in Treblinka
he refused to abandon them. He knew he was following
them into certain death but he could not let the children
suffer by themselves.
By Jacob Steinmann

City of Münster – famous for its crime series
Münster series

What is going on, when Germans are gathering
on a Sunday night at 8:15pm? It’s Tatort time. For
young and old, this traditional crime series is the
television highlight of the week.
Tatort (crime scence) has been running continuously
since 1970. It is produced by regional public-service
broadcasters and every region has its own police team.
Therefore, every week the police stories come from a
different city with a different team. The city of Münster is known for having the most popular Tatort in
Germany. Around 12 million people watch the series
every time it shows the Münster team. The two main
characters are Frank Thiel, criminal chief inspector, and
the forensic pathologist, Professor Karl-Friedrich Boerne. The two never reach an agreement, but still solve

every case. One of the favourite games of students is
to spot streets in Münster while watching. Next time
you are strolling through Münster, be aware, you might
burst into the film team and will be broadcasted on national TV. However, not all of the Tatort scences are
shot in Münster. The filthy ones have to be filmed in the
nearby city Dortmund, since the wealthy Münster has
no dirty corners.
Besides Tatort, there is another famous crime series
coming from Münster: Wilsberg. The hero of the series
is the grouchy second-hand bookseller Georg Wilsberg,
who works part time as a private detective. Wilsberg
often takes self-initiative when it comes to interesting
cases. His friends and family are also often get drawn
into them. If you want to see the second-hand bookshop in real, just follow the Frauen street opposite to
the castle, you will find it at the end of the street, on the
left side opposite to the Überwasser church. The actual
book-seller is already used to tourists, so do not hesitate
to go into the shop!
By Elisa Benker
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CEPAL: The root of inequality – are micro loans the answer

One of the points discussed today in CEPAL was
the inequality in pay between men and women. It
was pointed out that many enterprises do not offer
enough opportunities for women to advance professionally.
The low number of women in leading positions has
been elaborated as well in this context and a widely accepted by all participating delegations. The education
of young females has also been identified as a major
key to future career prospects and another potential
source of inequality. Young girls are far less likely to
receive an advanced education in developing countries
such as Peru for example.

Other issues were raised such as the funding of potential projects supporting women’s rights and gender
equality or the insufficient number of women in leading
political positions.
Micro loans at lower rates were brought up as a
potential solution to help women become more independent and provide them with the ability to start a
business or attend a university. Their funding was also
discussed in depth and a possible implementation in the
more developed countries of Latin America.
Some delegations like Peru or Chile doubted the efficiency of these loans amounting to around 20 Pesos
or less and suggested the employment of larger loans
instead.
Another alternative that has been brought up by the
delegation of Bolivia evolved around services provided
by States to women for free to ensure that their basic
needs are met.
However, in many cases this wouldn’t resolve the
issue of women often lacking the financial means to
acquire higher education or become independent financially.
The delegations largely agreed that supporting underprivileged women is a major concern of the member
states.
By Izabela Szklarczyk

ECOFIN: Between a rock and a hard place

Unmoderated caucuses surrounding the topic of
global trade dominated yesterday’s session of the Economic and Financial Committee as delegations started
to write their working papers.
The lines had started being drawn as two coalitions
were formed. Developed countries grouped together to
protect their interests in global trade while developing
countries did the same. However, a wrench was thrown
in the works as the delegation of Germany pointed out the
need to unite on issues and come up with an all-rounded
resolution rather than separate into two blocs early on. A
few other countries backed this idea and so the delegates
were faced with a question arguably more serious than that
of Shakespeare’s Prince Hamlet: to merge or not to merge?

Developing countries offered to reduce subsidies for
developing countries’ goods but wanted the developing
countries to reduce trade tariffs in exchange. The developing countries on the other hand were driving for sustainable development. A heated discussion ensued on the
subject of the developing countries’ working paper. The
delegation of United Kingdom was especially adamant
that it did not introduce any new ideas from the past 2
decades and that developed countries had been dumping
money on developing countries only for them to misuse it.
The delegations of Vietnam, Zimbabwe and Saudi Arabia
rose up to strongly disagree with this view.
Another unmoderated caucus ensued with developing
countries frustrated with the unwillingness of developed
countries to work with their already written working paper. The developing countries bloc therefore sought to
amend their working paper while the developed countries
hurriedly worked on theirs. Afterwards a moderated caucus was held to tie up loose ends. Transition time to allow
for developing countries to improve technology-wise
were proposed for developing countries. Also the issue of
uplifting women came up which emulates the Ghanaian
proverb which says, “If you educate a man, you indicate
an individual, if you educate a woman, you educate a community.”
*Correction for yesterday’s ECOFIN article: Argentina is NOT an LDC, it is a developing country.
By Soila Kenya
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DISEC: A heated debate – no results yet
The second day of negotiation on the topic of regulating the use of fully autonomous weapons makes
clear which deep questions are entailed. The influence of the #FezofAwesomness puts the committee on
the verge of introducing two working papers formulating their positions.
A line divides the committee members. On one side
are the honorable delegations of Canada, Israel and
Czech Republic. This union defends that autonomous
weapons cause less harm to humans and research definitely needs to be promoted. On the other hand, a coalition lead by Iran and Argentina advocate a ban of the
use of such weapons. Their compliance with humanitarian law is argued to be doubtful because of their lacking understanding of particularities of a region. This
would also include research as there is no way to fully
prevent proliferation. This view is contested by the coalition in favor of autonomous weapons.
How does one regulate an issue that does not really
yet exist? How much trust in artificial intelligence in
relation to warfare is appropriate? Do the risks of continued research outweigh the possible benefits of such
technology for humanitarian causes? These are important questions were raised during the general debate –
and they are highly contested.
Both parties continue to debate intensely, showing
deep division. Politically interesting partnerships form.
Two groups form to prepare working papers in nume-

rous unmoderated caucuses. Interrupted by discussions
about inequalities regarding resources for the development of autonomous weapons or the risk of terrorists
gaining control over such weaponry, the coalitions have
their working papers almost ready for introduction.
With this basis – and Fez’s used to force the respect
of the Rules of Procedure – a promising session and
room for more debate is in sight.
By Jacob Steinmann

ICC: Incitement for genocide or call for liberation?
“Some Zurial blood will be spilled and some
Zurial homes will burn.”- those are the words that
Captain Nota from Momo, the defendant before
the ICC, has used in a recorded speech in front of
members of the recently formed Basilaian Liberation Army (BLA). Whether these obviously violent
words, however, also show a genocidal intent is one
of the main questions prosecution and defense are
arguing about.
As today, the ICC commences its proceedings
with the solemn undertaking of the judges, followed by
a not guilty plea of the defendant and the subsequent
opening statements of both the prosecution and the defense. The former present their intent to prove the defendant guilty on the two counts of genocide and war
crimes due to her leading role in the cyber-attack on the
city of Basila that bore Captain Nota‘s cyber-signature
(according to an expert witness). Opposed to that, the
latter denied the defendant’s involvement in the attack
who broke all contact to Momo prior to the incident. Instead, the defense declared their intent to reveal a conspiracy within the Momo Armed Forces Cyber Defense
Unit (CDF). Subsequently, the first pieces of evidence
and witnesses are presented to the court, starting with
an ominous letter allegedly written by the defendant,
showing active concern for a friend living in Basila
and showing knowledge of an upcoming food and water shortage. Although the defense dismissed the letter

(whose handwriting has not positively been identified
as Captain Nota’s) as a mere express of concern, new
movement came into the case by both the cellphone video of a speech of the defendant in front of the BLA as
well as an expert’s analysis on the topic. In her speech,
the Captain incited BLA members to actively fight the
Zurial regime in Basila. It remains to be seen which
direction the case will take in the light of the new evidence.
By Franziska Hasselbach
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LoN: Resolution, Dissolution and Rogue Nation

The start of the committee into the day is swift
– almost immediately, a moderated caucus is called
for to discuss how a new referendum in Upper Silesia could be facilitated. At the same time, there are
also calls to split the region between Poland and Germany, according to the first referendum’s outcome.
This is met with the criticism that ethnicity cannot
be the only factor in the discussion, but rather that
the natural resources, which Silesia is rich in, need
to be taken into consideration as well.
This is not the only controversial issue in the League. Throughout the day, there are several attempts to
change the composition of the Council and the League

of Nations itself. At first, Italy attempts to introduce
the USSR as a member of the League. However, this is
vetoed by Brazil. Albania then wants to expel Greece
from the Council, citing it to be a “dangerous, aggressive and violent” country. This is, however, vetoed by
France.
Despite its differences, the committee manages to
compromise eventually, at least on the topic of Upper
Silesia, and the delegates begin their work on a working paper which soon becomes a resolution, calling
for cooperation between Germany and Poland as well
as the formation of a Commission of Rapporteurs. In
an extraordinary feat which surprised even the chairs,
the committee manages to pass the resolution before it
is even lunchtime by adopting it through acclamation.
After lunch, a new conflict awaits – the Italian-Albanian dispute. When the members of the League refuse
to grant Italy rights to Albania, Italy invokes Article 1
Paragraph 3 of the Covenant of the League of Nations,
announcing its withdrawal, and subsequently declares
war on Albania. As the actual withdrawal is only possible after two years and Italy has implied that they shall
veto every issue debated in those two years, the League
is now considering dissolving and re-establishing itself
under the same covenant.
By Juliane Miller

SC: The importance of cooperation

A usual day in the Security Council? From fundamental ecology ideologies to the first working paper, everything is covered in Sunday’s committee
session!
Due to the problem of disproportionate prices of
medicine (remember the HIV pill scandal?), Sunday’s
morning session dealt with an intense debate discussing
the fundamental different positions of the countries regarding “capitalism vs. socialism”. As you can imagine, some delegations are not too likely to agree on this
topic – hello heated morning discussion.
After a while, the delegations luckily and successfully manage to avoid getting stuck too deeply in de-

bating over differences and instead decide to eagerly
work together. Thanks to that, the first working paper
can be introduced in the afternoon. Sponsored by the
United States and signed by Uruguay, UK, Ethiopia, Japan, Bolivia and France, this paper indicates once more
the goal-oriented attitude of the majority of the Security Council participants. Regarding the content of the
working paper the United Kingdom points out: “We are
focusing on several topics, but mostly on those which
require no additional funding, as none of the delegations is willing to provide that.” Therefore, the paper
mainly focuses on how to efficiently coordinate given
funds and how to fight the counterfeiting industry.
But not all delegates give in to this collaboration
too easily. With noteworthy eagerness, the delegation
of Senegal is opposing the working paper since in their
point of view, one aspect is not covered sufficiently:
Senegal insists on providing medicine to countries that
are not having access to them so far, seeing this as the
first and most important step that should be focused
on. Their constant insistence pays of in the long term,
at last giving the Security Council a chance to further
discuss this topic in a moderated caucus. We are looking forward to Monday’s committee session, hopefully seeing Ethiopia’s diplomatic approach come true to
“take the best out of both positions and combine them
to one paper.”
By Lisa Neidl
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UNHCR: „They are refugees and they need support“
Dynamism would be the best word to describe UNHCR‘s second session. The multiplication of
unmoderated caucuses leads the delegates to establish a guideline for the debates. This guideline, divided into 4 different points, put the priority on legal
definition and legislation, refugees distribution, prevention and last but not least: funds and partnerships. The committee provides an outstanding teamwork thanks to the organization skills of the Islamic
state of Iran and the audacity of Tunisia that does
not beat about the bush.
The process of legal definition and legislation
focuses on the manichean proposition of climate migrant versus climate refugee. While the denomination
of climate refugee would grant greater rights to the moved populations by providing the refugee status, the climate migrant denomination would be less advantageous. The delegates clearly grasp what‘s at stake judging
by the stormy debates.
On one hand, delegations such as India are
worried about the extreme exploitation of the status
through excessive migration, and thus would like to
avoid generalizations of the term refugee. The suggestion consists in differientiating migrants due to natural
disasters and refugees due to climate change. On the
other hand others would consider that “they are refugees and they need support”. Greece manages to justify
its position with a cause/consequence argument: cli-

mate change is a source of increase of natural disaster,
therefore they all are refugees. However, the position
of the strong delegate of the United States of America
alters the situation towards an agreement upon the denomination of climate migrant.
The debate over the definition ends on the tone of
compromise, giving a good lesson of diplomacy and
directing the delegates towards the introduction of working papers.
By Ines Jemili

UNEP: US-Delegate speaks of „So called climate Change“
The first debate session of UNEP after setting the
topic reveals a lot about the positions of the delegates on renewable energies. The statements of the
delegation of the United States of America, such as
“climate hysterics” and “discrimination of coal and
oil” make clear that the road towards a system based on renewable energies will be long and bumpy.
Since US-president Donald Trump has been elected,
it is clear that the language of debate will change. The
consequences of this election also reaches the United
Nations. It has been a long time since a UN-delegate
spoke about “so called climate change” in an official
debate. Discussing wether there is a man made climate
change, the US delegation makes their position clear:
“Our beautiful planet has always been changing, it gets
warmer, it gets colder, it gets warmer, it gets colder, and
it has been like that since the beginning of time.” In this
part of the discussion it is especially the delegation of
Tanzania that advocates the existence of a man made
climate change: „We had to shut down water powered
power plants. We don‘t have water any more!“ Other
delegations, such as Poland, Russia and Australia do
not take the stance of the US in denying climate change, but wish to give less importance to environmental
concerns during the debate. The Polish delegate points
out: “Our people need jobs. Why should we switch to
renewable energies?” The Australian delegation makes
an even more pithy statement, describing environmen-

tal concerns as negligable: “We do not care about the
wellbeing of some unknown species, we care about the
wellbeing of mankind.”
In the later sessions, the debate clearly shifts to a
more constructive conversation, talking about international funds and plans to give the energy back to the
people. Alliances are formed now, with few but influential countries on one side and many small countries and
Germany on the other side. One other topic is also discussed in detail: Potatos on pizza dough – really?
By Marco Stoever
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This Day in UN-History
On the 3rd April 1991, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 687, setting the
terms for Iraq to adhere to after losing the Gulf War. After an extensive session of the Council, it was
passed with 12 votes in favour, one
against (Cuba), and two abstentions
(Ecuador, Yemen). Iraq agreed to
the terms three days later.
The resolution urged Iraq and
Kuwait to respect the border between each other, requested the
Secretary-General to submit a plan
for the deployment of an Observation Mission, reminded Iraq of its obligations under the Geneva Protocol
and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation

Treaty and reiterated the prohibition
of weapon sales to Iraq.
The most important part however was the last paragraph stating
that the Security council decides “to
take such further steps as may be
required for the implementation of
the present resolution and to secure
peace and security in the area.“ This
statement was widely interpreted as
„obey or we will force you to by all
means necessary“ and was used by
the United States as a justification
for the 1996 and 1998 bombing of
Iraq and ultimately the 2003 invasion of Iraq.

Today´s Schedule
09:00-12:00
12:00-01:30
01:30-06:00
08:00-00:00

Committee Session 4
Lunch
MUIMUN meets experts
Pub Quiz

By Juliane Miller

Find 10 mistakes in the second picture

Toungue twister:

„A maid named Lady Marmalade
made mainly lard and lemonade.
M‘lady lamely never made
a well-named, labelled marmalde.“

Editorial
Münster University International Model United Nations

By Rebekka Wilhelm
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